
SETON SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST
2023-2024

The following list is not comprehensive but will hopefully be helpful in preparing for the 2023 - 2024 school
year and allow you to take advantage of summer sales. If your class is not listed, your teacher will let you
know what you need on the first day. Students will also receive a daily planner on the first day.

RELIGION 

Religion 7 Boys 
G 1.5-inch binder  
G loose leaf paper 
G 3 dividers 
G pen or pencil 

Religion 7 Girls 
G Single subject notebook or a dedicated section

of a multi-subject notebook 
G 2 binder separators with pockets OR one folder

OR students may use a section of a binder to
keep tests, returned work and any photocopies.
(Students will need a 3-ring hole punch to put
work into their binder.) 

G Loose leaf paper for assignments 
G Blue or black pens for homework 
G Poster board, colored pencils/markers, glue

stick/double-sided tape/adhesive squares for
first quarter project.  

G Small notebook/journal for weekly chapel visit.
(About 30 - 40 pages.) Girls may use their Life
Skills journal. 

Religion 8 Girls
G 1" binder with 3 divider tabs and college ruled

reinforced paper 
G a pencil
G a highlighter (any color, not too dark)
G a red, a blue, and a black pens
G a pretty journal (preferably dot journal, but not

required)
G a Catholic Bible (to keep at home) 

Religion 9 Girls – Mrs. Pogue 
G A single subject notebook or a section of a

binder that you can share with other classes 

Religion 9 Girls – Mr. P 
G 3-ring binder, with loose leaf paper for taking

notes  
G Either pocket tabs or a hole punch for storing

hand-outs

Religion 9 Boys 
G 3-ring binder with looseleaf 
G pens of blue or black ink 

Religion 10 Girls 
G Highlighters 
G 1.5 inch 3-ring view binder (so you can insert a

cover in front and back) 
G 3 x 5 index cards 
G Notebook that includes a section for religion 

Religion 11 
G 3-ring binder 
G pens of blue or black ink 

Faith and Finance 
G an entire pocket folder--to hold worksheets and

classwork for an entire semester 
G 1 subject notebook for notes 
G Loose leaf for classwork  

Theology of the Body (semester course)
G 3-ring binder (can be the same as Religion

binder and just have a section for TOB for notes
and handouts) or pocket folder for handouts

G highlighter
G blue/black pens
G looseleaf
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ENGLISH

Reading 7 
G three-ring binder (1-inch) with at least 4 plastic

pocket dividers 
G composition notebook for writing journal 
G pocket folder with index card pocket for

composition assignments like this:
https://www.staples.com/five-star-2-pocket-faste
ner-folder-assorted-colors-34030/product_20978
60 

G reinforced loose leaf paper 
G several blue/black and red ballpoint pens  
G highlighter--any color 
G lined index cards (less than 50 needed)

Grammar 7 - Mrs. Summers 
G a binder (at least 1.5 inches to 2 inches) 
G dividers with tabs (at least 5) 
G highlighters (at least 4 different colors) 
G index cards (needed for vocabulary) 
G pens (any colors, but at least one needs to be

black or blue) 
G pencils (needed for diagraming) 

Grammar 7 - Mrs. Ciskanik 
G a section of a binder for notes and worksheets.

(Students will have by the end of the semester
about 30 teacher study sheets and worksheets
to put into binder.)  

G reinforced loose leaf paper 
G binder separators with pockets OR a folder 
G blue or black pens, pencils with eraser, small

ruler for diagramming (recommended, not
required), several red pens. Red pens are used
EVERY day for correcting homework.  

G 180 Index cards -recommended to help study for
vocabulary quizzes 

Grammar 8/Grammar Foundations 
G 1 three ring binder
G dividers (3)
G loose leaf paper
G pens (blue, black, and red)
G colored pencils
G composition book
G Optional: graph paper for diagramming

Reading 8 
G a binder (at least 1.5 inches to 2 inches) 
G dividers with tabs (at least 5) 
G highlighters (at least 4 different colors) 
G index cards (needed for vocabulary) 
G pens (any colors, but at least one needs to be

black or blue) 
G pencils (needed for poetry) 
G folder (needed for writing) 

Grammar 9 – Mrs. Summers 
G a binder (at least 1.5 inches to 2 inches) 
G dividers with tabs (at least 5) 
G highlighters (at least 4 different colors) 
G index cards (needed for vocabulary) 
G pens (any colors, but at least one needs to be

black or blue) 
G pencils (needed for diagramming) 

Grammar 9 - Mrs. O’Connor
G 3-ring binder (1.5- 2 inches)
G dividers with tabs
G loose leaf paper
G composition book
G highlighters (multi-colors of 8 or 12)
G red pens
G blue or black pens
G pencils
G index cards
G optional: graph paper for diagramming

English 9
G Spiral-bound notebook OR a section of a binder

with loose-leaf paper for notes
G Loose leaf paper
G Folder OR 2 binder separators with pockets
G blue or black pens 
G red pen
G highlighters
G 2 plastic/poly 2-pocket folders, any colors
G 4 x 6 index cards
G several medium-sized binder clips and rubber

bands for keeping cards together
G post-it tabs that can be written on
G Ciskanik/Kammerdeiner:3-prong pocket folder

with loose leaf 
G O’Connor: composition notebook

                             (ENGLISH cont.)
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ENGLISH (cont.) 

English 12
G binder or section of a binder for notes and

handouts
G notebook or looseleaf paper for notes and

writing assignments
G black/blue pens
G colored pen (NOT red, blue, black) for

corrections and editing
G highlighters (at least 4 different colors, including

yellow, orange, and green)
G pocket folder
G personal copy of 3 summer reading books

Language and Logic 
G 3-ring binder 
G pens of blue or black ink 

Speech 
G 3-ring binder, with loose leaf paper for taking

notes  
G Either pocket tabs or a hole punch for storing

hand-outs. 

Writing for Publication 
G a 1-inch binder with a pocket and 4 tabs 
G 1 marble notebook 

HISTORY/SOCIAL STUDIES 

7th & 8th World Culture
G a 4 or more section notebook or a section of a

binder that can be shared with other classes 
G a pocket folder (any color or design) 

World History 
G A Spiral Notebook or loose-leaf paper in a

binder. 
G a pocket folder (any color or design)

American History 
G One regular notebook  
G pens 

History of the 20th Century 
G One regular notebook  
G pens 

American Government 
G One multi-subject notebook  
G Pens 

Economics 
G Notebook (can be shared with multiple classes)
G pen/pencil 

MATHEMATICS 

General Math 
G 1.5” binder
G loose leaf paper 
G pencils 

Pre-Algebra 
G notebook/looseleaf/graph paper (for end of year)
G pencil 
G Scientific calculator (or buy Algebra Graphing

Calculator)

Algebra I – Mrs. Lucas 
G pencil (preferably mechanical) and eraser
G graph paper (pale blue lined is best) 
G 3-ring binder (for returned homework, quizzes

and tests) 
G TI-84, TI-83 (if buying, purchase the TI-84) 
G Students may work from either a spiral notebook

or  3-ring binder 

Algebra I – Mrs. Vander Woude  
G graph paper (pale blue lined is best). Can be in

a perforated notebook OR can be looseleaf.
G TI-84 Calculator. Students will use these

throughout high school and college.  No other
brands. If purchasing for the first time, I
recommend TI-84 Plus CE.

G Red pens for correcting homework. 
G Mechanical pencil with eraser (Pentel Twist and

Click are great). 
G 3-ring binder (for returned homework, quizzes,

and tests).
G Students may work from either a spiral notebook

or 3-ring binder.  

(MATHEMATICS cont.)
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MATHEMATICS (cont.)
Geometry
G pencils and highlighters
G separate 1" binder with dividers
G looseleaf lined paper and graph paper
G simpe compass/protractor set to keep at home for

assignments (available at Dollar Tree) 
G graphing calculator (see Algebra)

Advanced Algebra II - Scheetz
G Notebook or Binder of your choice
G Graphing Calculator TI-84 or TI-83
G Pencils

Advanced Algebra II - Mrs. Lucas
G pencil (preferably mechanical) 
G eraser
G graph paper (pale blue lined is best) 
G 3-ring binder (for returned homework, quizzes

and tests) 
G TI-84, TI-83 (if buying, purchase the TI-84) 
G Students may work from either a spiral notebook

or  3- ring binder 

Algebra II - Mrs. Salas 
G This class will be using Saxon Algebra II (3rd Ed)

Math book which will need to be bought by the
students: ISBN-13: 978-1565771406; ISBN-10:
9781565771406 

G pencil (preferably mechanical) 
G eraser 
G graph paper (pale blue lined is best) 
G 3-ring binder (for returned homework, quizzes

and tests) 
G TI -84, TI - 83 (if buying, purchase the TI - 84) 
G Students may work from either a spiral notebook

or 3- ring binder

Pre-Calculus- Scheetz
G Notebook or Binder of your choice
G Graphing Calculator TI-84 or TI-83
G Pencils

Pre-Calculus Pre-Calculus - Koehr
G graph paper notebook 
G mechanical pencil, extra lead
G pink pearl or other large gum eraser 
G TI-84, TI-83 (if buying, purchase the TI-84) 
G three-ring binder for returned quizzes and tests

Pre-Calculus- Lucas
G pencil (preferably mechnical)
G eraser
G graph paper (pale blue lined is best)
G 3-ring binder (for returned homework, quizzes

and tests)
G TI-84 or TI-83 (if buying, purchase the TI-84)
G Students may work from either a spiral notebook

or 3-ring binder

Calculus- Scheetz
G Notebook or Binder of your choice
G Graphing Calculator TI-84 or TI-83
G Pencils

Statistics DE 
G Notebook (could be spiral) for note taking with a

folder for handouts and tests 
G TI 83 or TI 84 calculator 
G On-line access code for the course website –

directions given the first day of class. In the past
the access code has been about $100. There is a
statistical software package, homework, aids, and
an electronic version of the textbook on the
website so it is not necessary to purchase the
hardcover textbook. Students are encouraged to
purchase or rent a textbook (even a past edition)
to keep at home if they do not think they will
readily read an electronic version. 

G FYI: Textbook used for class: Elementary
Statistics Picturing the World by Ron Larson and
Betsy Farber 8th Ed. for Northern Virginia
Community College. ISBN : 9780137493500 

SCIENCE 
Life Science 
G 1.5” binder with clear plastic on cover
G 50 sheet protectors
G 2 Pocket folders to put in binder
G Graph paper
G Book cover (or you can use a paper bag)
G 4 colored highlighters or markers

Physical Science (Science 8) 
G three-ring binder, paper to be inserted in

three-ring binder. 
G A basic math calculator will work for Physical

Science as long as it has exponents, and square
roots. 

G Mechanical pencils and a high quality eraser. 
G Two Red or Purple ink pens. 
G Flash Drive 
G Students knows how to access student Jupiter

Ed account (SCIENCE cont.)
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SCIENCE  (cont.) 
Earth and Space Science 
G A notebook or section of a notebook dedicated

for Earth and Space 
G A marble notebook for vocab 
G Pens 

Biology/Adv. Biology
G a 2" single-subject binder
G loose-leaf paper
G folder with three side holes) - folder to be

placed in the binder
Suggested but not required:
G page protectors
G colored pencils or markers
G highlighters

Chemistry I & II
G Students may choose between either a 1”

binder with loose leaf paper (a section of a
larger binder is fine) or a single subject
notebook (or section of multi-subject notebook)
along with a folder for handouts.

G Students may want to have some graph paper
for use second semester when we do more
problem-solving. It helps to keep the math tidy.

G Pencils and erasers
G A scientific or graphing calculator (if students

have a graphing calculator for math class, that
is fine, if not, a scientific one will be more than
sufficient)

Advanced Lab Science 
G 1 floppy plastic 1inch binder for lab 
G 30 page protectors 
G Student may choose between using lab binder

for class notes and will therefore need loose
leaf paper and divider for binder OR a Separate
notebook/ binder for class notes 

Physics
G notebook and pens
G graphing calculator (TI-84 or TI-83)

Intro to Engineering DE 
G Textbook: (Buy new, used or rent): Engineering

Fundamentals: An Introduction to Engineering,
5th Edition. Saeed Moaveni. Cengage
Learning. ISBN 978-1-305-08476-6 

G Three ring binder 
G Standard paper to be inserted in three-ring

binder. 
G Mechanical pencil & erasers 
G Calculator 
G Flash drive 
G Students knows how to access student Jupiter

Ed account. 
G Students knows how to access NOVA account. 
G Access to a computer: Internet and EXCEL

(Part of Microsoft office)

FOREIGN LANGUAGE 

French  - Mrs. Fusco
G one ½ " binder with 3 dividers and 1/4 pkt.

reinforced college ruled paper
G red, blue, black pens 
G 2 pencils
G a yellow highlighter
G 500 index cards (3 x 5)
G Box for index cards to keep at home

French II- Mrs. Fusco 
G one ½ " binder with 3 dividers and 1/4 pkt.

reinforced college ruled paper
G red, blue, black pens 
G 2 pencils
G 2 yellow highlighters

All German Classes 
G a set of 3 x 5 cards 
G a box of Kleenex tissues 
Latin I - Mrs. Pogue 

G a single subject notebook or a section of a
binder that you can share with other classes 

Latin I - IV - Mr. McMahon
G pen (black or DARK blue) or pencil
G 1" binder with loose leaf paper OR a section of

a binder shared with other classes

Spanish I 
G binder with dividers and folders, and plenty of

loose leaf paper (reinforced works best). 
G I strongly encourage page protectors, colored

highlighters, pens for class, pencils for tests. 
G They will also be required to cover their book 
G 4 packages of notecards 

                            (FOREIGN LANGUAGE cont.)
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FOREIGN LANGUAGE (cont.) 

Spanish II 
G 3 packets of notecards for flashcards (turn in

one packet to your teacher and keep the other
two at home for homework assignments)

G one 1" or 1½” binder with pocket in front
(pocket is for homework assignments to be
turned in) and some loose-leaf paper

G 1-2 Dry erase markers
G 1-Clear-front plastic report cover (BLACK)
G 1 plastic folder with metal prongs --First period

(red) / Second period (black) / Third period
(blue) / Fourth period (green); Seventh period
(yellow) / Eighth period (purple)

 
Spanish III 
G 3 packets of notecards for flashcards (turn in

one packet to your teacher and keep the other
two at home for homework assignments)

G one 1" or 1½” binder with pocket in front
(pocket is for homework assignments to be
turned in) and some loose-leaf paper

G 1-2 Dry erase markers
G 1 plastic folder with metal prongs --First period

(red) / Second period (black) / Third period
(blue) / Fourth period (green); Seventh period
(yellow) / Eighth period (purple)

Spanish DE 
G 3 packets of notecards for flashcards (turn in

one packet to your teacher and keep the other
two at home for homework assignments)

G one 1" or 1½” binder with pocket in front
(pocket is for homework assignments to be
turned in) and some loose-leaf paper. You will
need room for a lot of handouts.

G 1-2 Dry erase markers
G 1 plastic folder with metal prongs --First period

(red) / Second period (black) / Third period
(blue) / Fourth period (green); Seventh period
(yellow) / Eighth period (purple)

G Plastic sandwich bag (with your name on it)
with 10 nickels inside

FINE ARTS AND OTHER 

Art I/Art History:
G a pocket folder
G highlighter
G graphite drawing pencils
G a kneaded eraser
G sketchbook (optional)

Art II
G graphite drawing pencils
G charcoal pencil set
G a kneaded eraser,
G a pocket folder
G sketchbook (optional)

Band (Beg, Inter, Adv) 
G pencil w/ good eraser 
G instrument in working condition* 
G any necessary instrument accessories (reeds,

mouthpieces, valve oil, etc.) 

Chorus I & II 
G pencil w/ good eraser 
G pocket folder

Computers 
G Students must have a USB drive they can leave

at school with them on the first day of classes. 

3D Printing class 
G 2 Flash Drives 

Python Programming
G 2 flash drives
G red pen, black pen, blue pen.

Life Skills – Girls 
G Folder or binder for handouts 
G Comp. notebook for Journal (can be the same

as you use for Religion) 
G notebook or looseleaf for notes 
G markers 

Study Skills and Strategies 
G A set of 3X5 cards and a box of Kleenex tissue
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